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Predictions for laser-cooled Rb clocks
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Using information from a recent85Rb two-color photoassociation experiment, we evaluate the merits of
fountain clocks based on87Rb and 85Rb isotopes as alternatives to133Cs and find that they offer significant
advantages. In the case of87Rb the collisionally induced fractional frequency shift is 15 times smaller than for
133Cs. This small shift is associated with a small difference in the triplet and singlet scattering lengths for87Rb.
For 85Rb, the shift produced by the twomf50 clock states may have opposite signs allowing the shift to be
eliminated by controlling the relative populations of these states. We also present collision quantities relevant
to atomic fountain clocks containing multiply launched groups of atoms, and for evaporative cooling of85Rb
atoms.@S1050-2947~97!50312-X#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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Techniques developed in recent years to produce and
nipulate cold atoms are expected to lead to rapid impro
ments in atomic clocks. The development of an atomic fo
tain based on laser-cooled atoms@1,2# has created prospec
for a considerably improved accuracy and stability of t
cesium frequency standard. In a fountain clock, a cloud
atoms is cooled tomK temperatures and launched upwar
through a microwave cavity. The cloud is slowed by grav
and then returns through the cavity. The combination of s
atoms and a long interrogation time between the two ca
traversals can potentially lead to a 100- to 1000-fold i
provement of accuracy and stability@3#. Soon after the first
demonstration of a Cs fountain clock@2# it was suggested
that elastic collisions between the atoms during their balli
flight between the two cavity passages shift the phase of
atomic coherence and produce an apparent frequency
@4#. A subsequent experiment by Gibble and Chu obser
this effect, measuring a large shiftdn5216 mHz for a cold
Cs densityn5109 cm23 and a temperatureT51 mK @3#. As
a consequence of the fundamentally quantum characte
the collisions, the collisional shift has a nonzeroT→0 limit
@4#, and at 1mK, the shift is nearly theT→0 value. While
the real world performance of an atomic clock certainly d
pends on a complicated balance of many factors, the c
collision shift is one of the largest and most difficult syste
atic errors to accurately measure.

Reviewing possibilities to eliminate the cold-collisio
shift, Gibble and Verhaar@5# noted that clocks based o
other atomic species may give a better performance
pointed out that cold-collision shifts could, in favorable c
cumstances, even be eliminated. Two of the alternative
cies, 87Rb and 85Rb, are considered in this Rapid Comm
nication. As we will show,87Rb is a very promising isotope
for cold-clock applications because its collisional shift
small. 85Rb turns out to be promising because the co
collision shift can probably be eliminated by adjusting t
atomic populations in the fountain@5#.

To assess the merits of these isotopes as clock specie
need reliable information on the cold-atom interaction pro
erties. The last few months have seen a breakthrough in
561050-2947/97/56~6!/4389~4!/$10.00
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knowledge of such interactions, mainly because of the
portance of these to Bose-Einstein condensation. Three
color photoassociation~PA! experiments@6–8# led to a de-
termination of parameters in the triplet sector. A fir
indication for the singlet sector came from the observation
two overlapping Bose condensates@9#, pointing to nearly
equal node structures of the singlet and triplet radial wa
functions at long range~i.e., nearly equal singlet and triple
scattering lengths@10#!. The determination of the energies o
12 close-to-dissociation vibrational levels of85Rb2 in a re-
cent two-color PA experiment, has led to the most system
and accurate knowledge of cold rubidium atom-atom int
actions so far, including the singlet sector@11#.

A prediction made possible by this development consis
of a number of magnetic field values where field-induc
resonances in87Rb1 87Rb and85Rb1 85Rb scattering should
occur@12#. As another prediction, here we calculate the c
lisional frequency shifts for cold rubidium atomic clocks.

For both isotopes we consider an atomic clock operat
on the transition at frequencyv between the lower and uppe
mf50 states at a field of order 1 mG. We indicate the p
sible Zeeman and hyperfinef ,mf substates of the Rb groun
state by the indexj , singling out the lower and upper cloc
states asj 51 and 2, respectively. A derivation on the bas
of the quantum Boltzmann equation@13# shows the colli-
sional shiftdv and line broadeningG of the clock transition
to have the form of a sum over all atomic statesj :

idv2G[(
j

nj^v~ il j2s j !&, ~1!

with ^ & a thermal average,nj the density of atoms in statej ,
v the relative velocity, andl j ands j the so-called shift and
width cross sections. The sum overj includes all populated
substates, including the two clock statesj 51 and 2. The
shift due to states other thanj 51 and 2 is absent if the
fountain contains only the two clock states. The shift a
width cross sections are obtained fromS-matrix elements for
the elastic scattering processes 11 j→11 j and 21 j→21 j ,
in which the two clock states participate:
R4389 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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il j2s j5~11d1 j !~11d2 j !
p

k2(l
~2l 11!

3@S$1 j %,$1 j %
l S$2 j %,$2 j %

l* 21#, ~2!

with m the atomic mass,l the partial wave index, and

\k5AmE5 1
2 mv. In our case temperatures are low enou

to restrict ourselves tos-wave (l 50) collisions. ForT→0
we can apply the effective-range approximation and exp
the low-energyS-matrix elements in~complex! scattering
lengths:S$n j%,$n j%'122ikan j . We then obtain

dv52
4p\

m (
j

nj~11d1 j !~11d2 j !Re~a1 j2a2 j !, ~3!

G52
4p\

m (
j

nj~11d1 j !~11d2 j !Im~a1 j1a2 j !. ~4!

FIG. 1. Predicteds-wave frequency shift rate constantsvl j for
87Rb as a function of collision energy.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for85Rb.
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The above expressions fordv and G can be interpreted in
terms of a Hartree-Fock mean field@14#, leading to shifts and
imaginary parts of the energies of the individual clock sta
1 and 2.

On the basis of the above-mentioned explanation for
reduced intercondensate decay rate, one would also exp
near coincidence of all other scattering lengths, and this
plies, by Eq.~3!, a small collisional shift. This is indeed
borne out by coupled-channel calculations. In Figs. 1 an
we present the predicted partial collisional shift rate co
stantsvl j for 87Rb and 85Rb, respectively. Besides the im
portant results for the clock statesj 51 and 2, we also
present results for the othermf states.~Values for opposite
mf are equal forB'0 @4,13#.!

In Tables I and II we give the partial collision shift
(nvl) j /2p and partial broadenings (nvs) j for the Rb iso-
topes for a partial density of 109 cm23. For atomic clocks,
we expect that broadening rates are sufficiently small to
limit the accuracy or stability, although they may play a
important role in other experiments@15#. The error limits are
intended to provide a conservative estimate of the range
possible values.

In a laser-cooled133Cs clock, the cold-collision shift can
be reduced by reducing the atomic density. This, howev
lowers the shot-noise-limited signal-to-noise ratio~S/N! and
hence increases the short-term instability of the clock. The
fore, to appropriately compare the potential performance

TABLE I. Predicted collision shifts (nvl) j /2p and broadening
rates (nvs) j for 87Rb at E/kB51 mK and nj5109 cm23. For a
total density 109 cm23, an 87Rb clock has a cold-collision shif
dn/n521.2310213 vs 217310213 for 133Cs. 87Rb has a hyper-
fine frequencyn5v/(2p)56.835 GHz.

f ,mf (nvl) f ,mf
/2p in mHz (nvs) f ,mf

in s21

1,0 20.720.2
10.2 (1.720.9

11 )31025

2,0 20.920.2
10.2 (1.320.7

12 )31024

1,61 20.2920.02
10.02 (322

13)31025

2,61 20.11020.009
10.007 (321

12)31025

2,62 20.4420.04
10.03 (1.220.3

10.9)31024

TABLE II. Same as Table I for85Rb. For a population ratio
n3,0/n2,052l2,0/l3,0'

1
9 the collision shifts produced by the popu

lations in the two clock states cancel. For85Rb, n53.0357 GHz.

f ,mf (nvl) f ,mf
/2p in mHz (nvs) f ,mf

in s21

2,0 528
110 (121

19)31023

3,0 24523
111 (2.220.9

12 )31021

2,61 2523
12 (624

110)31023

3,61 2421
11 (221

13)31022

2,62 2824
13 (1.120.6

12 )31022

3,62 21723
15 (925

111)31022

3,63 21025
13 (322

14)31022
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two clocks, we compare the fractional collision sh
nvl j /(2pn) at the same fractional short-term instabilit
The latter is given bydn/n5Dn/(pn S/N! for a single
launch in a fountain, whereDn is the transition line width.
Since Rb and Cs fountains are expected to have the s
fountain height,Dn will be the same for both. Therefore, th
instability will be generally independent of the transition fr
quency because the shot-noise-limited S/N scales asn21.
This occurs because, given the same atomic density and
perature in the two clocks, a lower transition frequency
lows for a larger hole in the microwave cavity, implying th
the number of detected atoms scales asn22, so that S/N
5N1/2}n21. Of course, this is only true if there are no tec
nical obstacles to achieving the shot-noise limit. This may
particularly important for85Rb fountains where the S/N mus
be three times higher than that for133Cs to achieve the sam
stability, due to its lower transition frequency. Therefore, t
appropriate comparison is the fractional collision shift at
same density, since the fractional instability only depends
the density~and not on the transition frequency!, if the shot-
noise limit is realized.

The cold-collision fractional frequency shift for87Rb is
dn/n521.2310213 at E51 mK and a density of 109

cm23; this is 15 times smaller than that for133Cs. Besides
this factor of 15 improvement,87Rb and 133Cs are remark-
ably similar, as both clock states produce negative collis
shifts of similar size, and therefore we anticipate that
systematic errors associated with the cold-collision shift
both clocks will scale accordingly.

The cold-collision shifts for85Rb in Table II are also
interesting for future atomic clocks. Near the central valu
of the predicted (nvl) j intervals, the two clock-state popu
lations produce opposite collision shifts so that the co
collision shift can be canceled by adjusting the populat
ratio of these two states in the fountain@5#. By driving ap/5
pulse on the first pass through the microwave cavity, th
will be 10% of the atoms in theu f 53,mf50& state and 90%
in u f 52,mf50&. In this way, an 85Rb clock has no cold-

FIG. 3. Real~solid! and imaginary~dashed! part of the l 50
~bold! and l 52 ~normal! S-matrix elements for elastic collision
between the clock states of87Rb, indicated by 1 and 2.
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collision shift. The principal advantage of eliminating th
shift is that an extrapolation to zero density no longer
quires accurate density measurements@5#. This may allow
the clock to operate at much higher densities and there
obtain higher stabilities. Driving ap/5 pulse reduces the
Ramsey fringe contrast by 40%@5#. Therefore, to achieve the
same stability, an85Rb clock will have to operate at a densi
2.75 times higher than a133Cs or 87Rb clock. Thus, for
n52.753109 cm23, the collision shifts produced by the in
dividual clock states are64310212. These are twice as
large as the shift of a133Cs clock and 30 times larger tha
the shift of an87Rb clock. In addition, because the transitio
frequency for 85Rb is half that of 87Rb, this will require a
potentially technically challenging S/N. For these reason
clock based on85Rb may be best suited for microgravit
applications where the long interrogation times require
smaller S/N to achieve the same stability. Investigation

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for85Rb.

FIG. 5. S-wave (l 50) andd-wave (l 52) contributions to the
elastic cross section of themf52 f state of the lower hyperfine
manifold, as a function of collision energy, i.e.,s f 52,mf522 for
85Rb ~solid! ands f 51,mf521 for 87Rb ~dashed!.
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the cancellation technique and its systematic errors is nee
to show whether the advantages in the density extrapola
offset the larger cross section and 40% smaller S/N. N
that the error bar for (nvl)2,0 does not guarantee the opp
site sign for the (2,0) and (3,0) collision shifts that is need
for the above cancellation method. With the current inter
tion uncertainties, we find that the collision shifts can
canceled in about 75% of the multiparameter volume.

Figure 2 shows that the partial collision shifts are nea
energy independent below 1mK for 85Rb. For 87Rb ~see Fig.
1!, the partial collision shifts are almost constant to mu
higher energiesE;100mK. At nK energies, the rates will be
important for experiments, including clocks, using Bose c
densed samples@16#.

The s-wave results mentioned previously are sufficient
describe the effects of low-energy collisions (E,10 mK!.
Future fountain clocks may juggle atoms to achieve hig
short-term stabilities@17#. For the scattering between tw
successively launched balls of atoms in a juggling fount
@18#, d-wave effects are potentially important. In the case
87Rb we expect a sizable effect from thed-wave triplet
shape resonance@7#, which will also influence mixed singlet
triplet channels. For85Rb we expect to see effects associa
with a Ramsauer-Townsends-wave minimum in the elastic
cross sections222, which appears to obstruct evaporati
cooling in a cloud ofu222& atoms at energies of a few
hundredmK @19#. In that connection it is of interest to know
whether thed-wave elastic amplitude, with its rapid increa
with collision energy, might fill thes-wave minimum of
s222 and also dominate thes-wave collision shifts.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present a selection of elasticd-wave
S-matrix elements, of importance for the clock collisio
shifts at higher collision energies, and compare them w
the correspondings-wave S-matrix elements for the sam
ed
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te
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range of energies. Clearly for85Rb, close to 400mK the
latter elements have their unscattered value 1, wh
the d-wave values are still small. Calculating the ela
tic s- and d-wave elements for the (222)1(222) chan-
nel, we find a similar result~solid lines in Fig. 5!:
A pronounced Ramsauer-Townsend minimum
s222

l 50 ;uS$(222)(222)%,$(222)(222)%
l 50 21u2, only partially filled

by the d-wave cross section~this holds to fields of at leas
750 G!.

Figure 4 for 85Rb shows some remarkable differenc
with Fig. 3 for 87Rb. A first point is the rapid energy depen
dence of thes-wave curves close toE50, similar to that in
Fig. 2. It is probably related to the close proximity of a po
in the complex energy plane, corresponding to a virtual tr
let state and a large negative scattering length. A sec
point of difference is the complexity of thed-wave curves
for 87Rb. Apparently the (1,2) channel, which is pure triple
displays the above-mentionedd-wave shape resonance b
havior. A similar behavior arises also in the two remaini
mixed-S channels, due to the same approximate equality
singlet and triplet node structures that gave rise to the sm
collisional frequency shifts in the foregoing. This and oth
similarities between channels are easily understood usin
simple three-parameter long-range collision model propo
in Ref. @20#. The d-wave shape resonance also shows up
thes121 elastic cross section of87Rb ~dashed curves in Fig
5!.
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